What comes after “A fault in our stars”? So you want more thought-provoking books about love, death, and how one person’s life can affect so many others?

**Pop Culture + Irony + Doomed Love**
- *Paper Towns* by John Green
- *Looking for Alaska* by John Green
- *Eleanor & Park* by Rainbow Rowell
- *The perks of being a wallflower* by Stephen Chbosky
- *A walk to remember* by Nicholas Sparks
- *The gospel according to Larry* by Janet Tashjian
- *The big crunch* by Pete Hautman
- *Just one day* by Gayle Forman
- *Why we broke up* by Daniel Handler
- *The things we did for love* by Natasha Farrant
- *Uglies* by Scott Westerfeld

**Highly Quotable + Heartache + Happy Ending**
- *Aristotle and Dante discover the secrets of the universe* by Benjamin Aliré Saenz
- *Naomi and Ely’s no kiss list* by Rachel Cohn and David Levithan
- *Anna and the french kiss* by Stephanie Perkins
- *Dash & Lily’s book of dares* by Rachel Cohn & David Levithan
- *Nick & Norah’s infinite playlist* by Rachel Cohn & David Levithan
- *The statistical probability of love at first sight* by Jennifer E. Smith
- *Fangirl* by Rainbow Rowell
- *Let it snow: three holiday romances* by John Green, Maureen Johnson & Lauren Myracle

**Endearingly + Gut-wrenching Plot Twist**
- *Looking for Alaska* by John Green
- *Just like fate* by Cat Patrick and Suzanne Young
- *Don’t look back* by Jennifer L. Armentrout
- *16 things I thought were true* by Janet Gurtler
- *Every day* by David Levithan
- *Fairytales for Wilde girls* by Allyse Near
- *Invisibility* by Andrea Cremer & David Levithan
- *The whole business with Kiffo and the pitbull* by Barry Jonsberg

**A little “sic lit”**
- *Allie McGregor’s true colours* by Sue Lawson
- *Freia Lockhart’s summer of awful* by Aimee Said
- *This star won’t go out: the life & words of Esther Grace Earl* by Esther Earl with Lori and Wayne Ear

Emotionally Intense + Bittersweet + Kids under pressure

- Thirteen reasons why by Jay Asher
- Jasper Jones by Craig Silvey
- Lessons from a dead girl by Jo Knowles
- How to save a life by Sara Zarr
- Extremely loud & incredibly close by Jonathan Safran Foer
- Girl, interrupted by Susanna Kaysen
- The miseducation of Cameron Post by Emily M. Danforth
- If I stay by Gayle Forman
- Skippy dies by Paul Murray
- Before I fall by Lauren Oliver
- Reboot by Amy Tintera
- Switched by Amanda Hocking
- Someday this pain will be useful to you by Peter Cameron

Missing Persons + Profound Thoughts

- Where Things Come Back by John Corey
- Don’t look back by Jennifer L. Armentrout
- Of a boy by Sonya Hartnett
- On the Jellicoe Road by Melina Marchetta
- So yesterday by Scott Westerfeld
- Sweethearts by Sara Zarr
- And then everything unraveled by Jennifer Sturman
- The vale girl by Nelika MacDonal
- The vanished by Celia Rees
- The incredible here and now by Felicity Castagna
- The face on the milk carton by Caroline B. Cooney